2006 bmw 750li pros and cons

Each ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. Most said they
are not worth the hassles. The vehicle had too many dash board lights on including check
engine light ABS light brake lights etc. Awesome vehicle, love the luxury and handling of the
BMW 7 series. Greatest road car ever built. ROLLS suspension. Awesome â€” Love the power,
handling and comfort. I recommend this car to anyone that drives long distances. It is a large
car and at times I would prefer a smaller car around town. The hp power makes me want to race
it through traffic however the size does not allow for it. Pros: It is the best handing car i have
ever driven. Awesome Machine â€” The sound system is concert like. You hear things in songs
you never heard before. The view from the vehicle is great with very small blind spots for a
vehicle this large. It has plenty of power to move the vehicle and handles very well. Pros: This
large sedan handles and maneuvers like a sports car. It has plenty of power to catapult you
from in less than 5 seconds. Big Papa â€” This is the BMW flagship, luxury at its finest, great
styling and a real statement of success. The long wheel base provides amazing back seat
roominess and it feels like a limo back there! Heated and Cooled seats, moon roof, great
comfort and not bad mileage for a big V Fun car to drive. Fit the whole family well on trips. I
would buy another in a minute. Pros: Love the look,Handling. The feel of power behine the
wheel. The ride and comfort. Cons: The cost of repairs,poor gas mileage. The overall expense
for up keep. I like the body style and color and the fact it a New Car. But Im not to happy with its
pricing because tho its a Beautiful car its still just that a Car and it should be price as a Home
with pay Read More. Its an amazing car and fun to drive. It has a tighter feel over the s Read
More. I love this car and it has almost all the features I was looking for. I also think it priced right
but the only thing it is missing is the LED roof feature. I would definitely compare it to the Audi a
Nice car would purchase but I am purchasing a Love this car! So fast! Well worth it! Price too
high considering mileage and age. Series is awesome! Its a good car. Expensive to maintenant.
Great not good on gas. It was a basic model, and had more miles than my , I received the lowest
trade in offer. Enjoyed my GT more as an all around car.. Need more storage in car all features
are good but regret not getting SUV a bit. Car is a great driving vehicle a bit soft in suspension
in normal setti Have you driven a BMW 7 Series? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews
where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Guru9ZRNZ1 writes:. Is this review
helpful? Yes No. Guru9ZW writes:. GuruFSW99 writes:. GuruGBX9F writes:. Is this helpful?
There is nothing like this car. Or the maintenance! DUGRY says:. This is one of my favorites, its
just the space and all the luxury of a BMW makes the daily commute an exceptional experience.
Cargo Capacity Ranked Maserati Quattroporte worse. Would Buy Ranked Maserati Quattroporte
better. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: It is the best handing car i have ever
driven. Cons: expensive. JRandle7 writes:. Cons: New vehicle price, maintenance costs. Jimmy
writes:. Cons: Amazingly expensive. Reviews From Other Years. Read all BMW 7 Series reviews.
Read all 6 BMW 7 Series reviews. Read all 7 BMW 7 Series reviews. Read all 11 BMW 7 Series
reviews. Cars compared to BMW 7 Series. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for
Sale. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used 7 Series in your area? On the other hand Maserati
decided to go with more of the sporty look, making a lower car with a bigger engine bay , which
reduced the cargo capacity. The 7 series are fast too , but less handling and not one bit of
sporty look. Cons: expensive 10 of 10 people found this review helpful. The overall expense for
up keep 5 of 5 people found this review helpful. The BMW 7 Series is a brilliant luxury sedan
scarred by senselessly complicated interior controls. However, toned-down styling and an extra
dose of power make it easier to enjoy this year. As BMW's flagship sedan, the 7 Series offers
supreme levels of luxury and performance. The BMW 7 Series is available in four models -- the
regular-wheelbase i and i, and the long-wheelbase Li and Li. Powering each model is a 4. Thusly
equipped, this V8 makes horsepower and pound-feet of torque. The models sport a 6. Abundant
power for sure, but still far below what Mercedes-Benz offers in its most powerful sedans. Still,
the is the greater technological marvel, as it employs direct gasoline-injection technology,
which along with Valvetronic and Double VANOS, allows it to maximize power, torque and fuel
economy simultaneously. Once you step up to the super-luxury sedan segment, you expect
prospective cars to amaze you with their fabulous levels of luxury and safety, and the 7 Series
does not disappoint in these areas: The front seats offer up to way power adjustments and the
rear seats give you way adjustment. And you can heat or cool just about any surface inside the
car. The BMW 7 Series also offers a high level of competence when pushed hard on twisty
roads -- something that can't be said of most of its competitors. The most important innovation
contained in the 7 Series is also the one that gives us the most pause: the iDrive system. While
able to manage a lot of functions -- onboard telematics, including GPS navigation, Internet
access and the BMW Assist system for emergencies , as well as climate and stereo functions -iDrive has a steep learning curve. Basic adjustments can be made rather easily, but more
complex functions require time with the owner's manual and patience to learn -- and we know of

more than one driver who has accidentally drifted out of his lane while fiddling with the system.
If you're wealthy, love technology like this and don't mind the frustration that comes with it and
have always wanted to own a large, luxurious sedan, the BMW 7 Series is likely the car for you.
But if you seek a more straightforward experience, one of its many competitors may prove to be
a more rewarding daily driver. Four versions of the BMW 7 Series sedan are offered: the
standard-wheelbase i and i, and the long-wheelbase Li and Li. Standard fare on the i includes
inch wheels, bi-HID headlights, park distance control, adaptive headlights, leather upholstery,
Bluetooth wireless connectivity, walnut wood interior trim, a way power driver seat and way
front-passenger seat, a navigation system, a speaker sound system with a CD player, dual-zone
climate control, one-touch windows and a moonroof. The Li adds way adjustable front seats and
dynamic front headrests both optional on the i. Both cars are eligible for a long list of options -the only difference is that the Li can be had with power rear seats to complement the extra
legroom in the back. Otherwise, options include inch wheels, Active Cruise Control, an adaptive
ride package with a self-leveling rear suspension and Electronic Damping Control, "soft-close"
doors and trunk lid, heating and cooling for the front seats and a premium sound system with
an in-dash CD changer. Almost all of the above items come standard on the i and Li. A rear DVD
entertainment package is also available, and features a rear-seat iDrive controller and screen,
along with a trunk-mounted six-disc DVD changer. The BMW i and Li are powered by a 4. The i
and Li offer a 6. Included on every 7 Series model are four-wheel antilock disc brakes with
proportioning, cornering and stability enhancements, BMW's Dynamic Stability Control system,
front side-impact airbags, head protection airbags for front and rear occupants, and active knee
protection. Even at high speeds, the 7 Series cabin is devoid of engine and wind noise. Steering
feel is typical BMW with relatively high weighting and excellent feedback. Body roll is held in
check during cornering via the standard Active Roll Stabilization system. While it may be a
stretch to call such a large car nimble, it's easy to confuse the BMW 7 Series for a sport sedan
on the open road. Inside, the BMW 7 Series cabin has a clean appearance, thanks to the minimal
center stack controls. The iDrive system was designed to consolidate the vehicle's control
systems into one easy-to-use interface, but even with this year's usability upgrades, the
learning curve is steep. Backseat passengers will be just as comfortable as those in front, as
the rear seatback contours perfectly to support your lower back and shoulders, while headroom
and legroom are abundant. Go for the Li or Li and you'll get 5. Parents from Miami to Malibu can
relax. The 7 Series is no longer the fright of small children. With the BMW 7 Series, the company
has toned down the car's styling and shifted the emphasis back to performance. After a
five-year absence, the badge is back for , but this time it carries a big V8, not a V In fact, this is
now the most powerful naturally aspirated V8 in the ultraluxury sedan class. The model,
meanwhile, is history. It was a risky move, and the new look proved highly controversial. But it
sold like beer on St. Patrick's Day. In fact, worldwide it has become the best-selling 7 Series
ever, which is why this midcycle refresh isn't a radical change. In front, sexier curves define the
hood, and the signature twin-kidney grille is larger. The reshaped headlights could have come
off the BMW 3 Series. Around back, new taillights and a strip of chrome take the attention off
the overgrown trunk lid. And the whole thing rolls on restyled inch wheels. We still don't love
the way the 7 Series looks. But no longer would the car's styling keep us from buying one.
Refined yet Athletic Like its predecessor, the 4. With the new engine's extra torque, though,
engineers reverted to a two-stage intake manifold in lieu of the 4. With the larger engine comes
a modest pound weight gain, but no increase in fuel consumption. Horsepower comes in at at 6,
rpm, while pound-feet of torque is available at 3, rpm. Compare this to hp at 6, and lb-ft of
torque at 3, in the and you might expect the to run significantly quicker mph times, but it
doesn't. BMW estimates a 5. That's only one-tenth of a second faster than the official estimate
for the i and Li. We've timed a i at 6 seconds flat. An Audi A8 can run 6. What the 4. It's refined
yet athletic just like the old 4. Unless you're comparing the supercharged hp Mercedes S55 ,
look no further in this class. If you're shopping cylinders, note that the 6. Last year's six-speed
automatic continues to handle the shifting duties with no changes to the gearing. It's the perfect
partner for the 4. Minor Chassis Updates Even after four years, the 7 Series is still one of the
best-handling sedans in the segment, so BMW didn't do much to the suspension. The rear track
is half an inch wider than before at As on the , you can stick with the standard suspension
tuning, or opt for a firmer Sport Package or the Adaptive Ride Package, which combines air
suspension with electronic damping. The s we drove had the Adaptive Ride setup, which
provided a near perfect blend of ride comfort and handling acuity. Even in comfort mode, body
control and steering response are superb. As we threaded a series of curves in a i, we couldn't
imagine driving anything else. The Li rides on a 5-inch-longer wheelbase and is 5. The extra
mass is apparent in tight turns, but in a car whose primary mission is to chauffeur passengers
in comfort, the driver still comes out ahead. Inside, it's obvious BMW's designers took a look at

the impeccably furnished A8. Warmer walnut wood replaces last year's black cherry accents,
and all the knobs have chrome trim. Additionally, the CD changer is now MP3-compatible, while
Bluetooth capability allows 7 Series owners to choose their own phones. Designers also took a
stab at simplifying the iDrive system, which remains standard. Unfortunately, even with the new
color-coded menus, frustration levels run high. You still have to cycle through too many menus
to search the address book, enter a new destination or manually tune a radio station. For
everyday ease of use, this system needs more "quick start" buttons. The return of classic
styling cues and the arrival of a torque-rich V8 should restore the 7 Series to the throne in the
ultraluxury sedan kingdom. Available styles include Li 4dr Sedan 4. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used BMW 7 Series. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. High-tech toys distract from
the task at hand, confusing secondary controls, odd styling details. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The model is
history. Walnut wood trim replaces last year's cherry; Bluetooth is now standard; all interior
knobs have chrome trim and the CD changer is now MP3-compatible. Read more. Write a review
See all 90 reviews. It will get you there, but wont' bring you back! My BMW LI; I shif the gear into
Drive, it will automaticaly shifs to Park, I shift to Reverse it automatically shifs to Park, it will not
let you drive off, it give me a message, drive moderelty, I have sat in parking lots and gas
stations for 30 min to an hour before I was able to shift it into Drive, and drive away. I've had
BMW Mech. A month latter its stats up agin. Is any one else having this issues and how to repair
it? Read less. Transmission Issues!!! Avoid if possible. I have owned BMW's since early 90's - i,
i and now i. The i is by far the best and worst of the 7 series. I have had transimission issues "
the Jerk or safe mode problems etc" was told everything from need to replace the transimission
to it needs a software upgrade. Great looking car but just not worth the investment with today's
economy We purchased it as our 3rd vehicle, so we drove it mostly on the weekends. When I
got rid of my vehicle a few months later, it was driven on a regular basis. We started noticing
issues with the transmission shifting back into "Park" when we would shift it into "Drive". This
began happening about 5 months after having the car. Now, it never shifted while the car was
moving. It was only when we started the car or had parked it but didn't shut it off. Definitely not
a good situation to be in if you had somewhere you needed to be- I don't know- maybe WORK. It
wasn't a risk we were willing to take, especially if we had our children in the car. We took it to
the BMW dealership- where we purchased it from. So we got a second opinion and they noticed
that we were extremely low on transmission fluid- which was odd since the dealership told us
that all of our fluid levels were good. Long story short, we did in fact need a new transmission.
After that, the same problems began again and we got rid of the car. They wanted to get rid of
the car themselves and I believe they knew something was wrong with it. I should have
contacted the Attorney General but didn't want to be bothered with the hassle. Please be careful
with the BMW 7 series! When it was behaving itself, it was an awesome car to drive But not
worth the headache. Love the car Hate the maintenance. My i sport currently has 80k miles. Not
to mention some days the car just won't start I hit the button power comes on cars clicks but
does not fire even after having a brand new battery. Transmission fault all the time but never
have a slip in the transmission. The parking sensors have not worked since about 50k miles and
no body can figure out why??? Car is a mess but fun to drive I give it that. Write a review.
People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related
to the 7 Series. Sign Up. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. BMW sparked debate
four years ago with the introduction of its radically redesigned and heavily computerized 7
Series sedans. Critics assailed the styling and some drivers did not like the iDrive controls.
While the company has toned down the styling and backed away from some of the more
convoluted electronics, the car still sparks debate. However, we can assure you this: This is a
luxury sedan in the truest sense and it is impressive to drive. Its responsive engines and
six-speed automatic transmission, its magic-carpet ride quality, its excellent handling, its
awesomely powerful brakes, and its well-tuned electronic stability control systems deliver the

ultimate in big-sedan river control. This car flat flies. The models are two of the quickest,
fastest, normally aspirated 2. Whichever 7 Series you choose, starting with the standard i, you'll
get a sedan that's big, smooth, fast and inspiring. It'll also be equipped with the latest safety
technology. No matter where you sit, you'll experience a cabin that's beautiful and wonderfully
comfortable. The Li and Li L for long offer even greater legroom in the back seats. All the 7
Series models are exceptionally powerful and responsive, and if the Vpowered i and Li don't stir
something inside you, you may as well call a cab. Virtually everything in the cabin is controlled
through a single mouse-like interface called iDrive. Once that's accomplished, however, driving
the 7 Series cars is easy and quite satisfying. The whisper-quiet cabin is a great place for quiet
conversation or magnificent solitude. The 7 Series has a superb stereo, so it's an insulated
sound studio where you can hear Mozart concertos, crystal clear vocals or crisp acoustic guitar
notes. The level of technology the 7 Series offers is mind boggling, and a negative in the minds
of some. Almost-silent, hidden fans and heating elements cool or warm your rear end or your
soft drink; microchips stand by to instantaneously detect and restrain a skidding tire or to apply
the brakes full force just in case you were distracted by a phone call; power sunshades keep the
sun off your rear passengers. Adaptive headlights turn with the car. There's more, much more,
but the point is made. Among the big luxury sedans, the BMW 7 Series retains its status as the
ultimate driving machine. The BMW 7 Series models offer a freshened appearance with a
redesigned grille, hood and headlamps. The lower grille opening now looks like it's smiling,
rather than frowning. The V8 engine on the i and Li has been revised for and delivers
siginficantly more power. And the iDrive system has been revised on models for improved
graphics and easier operation. The BMW 7 Series cars are available in two lengths, each with a
choice of engines. The 7 Series sedans come standard with a long list of luxury features with
interiors trimmed in a choice of rich leathers and woods. The Li adds way, power, front Comfort
Seats with articulated upper backrests and passenger-seat memory. Park Distance Control
comes standard, helping the driver track hard-to-see obstacles. Adaptive headlights, which aim
around corners as the steering wheel is turned, come standard on models. The i and Li have
almost everything BMW offers. The base price covers high-gloss, Ash trim with inlays plus
leather on virtually all interior surfaces except the dash. The V12 models include soft-close
doors that suck themselves shut and heated and ventilated seats front and rear. Most of what's
offered on the i and Li is available on the i and Li through individual options or packages. Safety
features include dual frontal airbags, driver and front-passenger side-impact airbags, and
BMW's Head Protection System, which amounts to a full-length, tube-shaped curtain on both
sides of the cabin for front and rear head protection in a side impact. BMW claims these. We get
it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on
here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If
you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for
that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Introduction BMW sparked debate four years ago with
the introduction of its radically redesigned and heavily computerized 7 Series sedans. Research
Another Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog.
Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in
your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The
exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the
Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or
allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You
must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions
below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Only problem I have is the oil burning too fast
constantly having to put quarts of oil and getting oil change. Comfort is ridiculously luxurious!
Each seat has its own personal heater conditioner and massager. Bumper sensors very
spacious. Back windows have shades that automatically roll up and down with just the push of
a button including rear view window. No problem at all,very comfortable, drive like new. Make
sure purchase use car under 60,mileage. This is a really great vehicle that is stylish and durable
all at the same time. It is also special because it caters to disabled male or female with all of its
features placed on the steering wheel. The inside is has more room than the average sedan
vehicle and the ride is very smooth. This vehicle features heated seats during the winter front
and back seats that is and air conditioning in the front and back during those hot summer
months. My silver BMW i is the most amazing car I've ever owned. For the amount of time I had
the car so far I have not had to take it to the shop to get it worked on, well except for new tires,
but other than that the vehicle holds up really well and plus I take good care of her. That car was
a super nice luxury car, and let me tell you, driving it everyday always felt like I was driving a
spaceship everywhere.! No joke! The ride was amazingly smooth. It was just an amazing car all
around. I like that my vehicle is classy. The interior is beautiful and the cars runs smoothly.

There is plenty of seating and the seats are extremely comfortable. The downside is the vehicle
takes a large amount of gas. Other than minor fixes, the vehicle requires the basic maintenance
of a used vehicle. I love my BMW but the only problem is that if anything messes up, the parts
are so expensive. So before you purchase a BMW make sure everything is good on it. Make
sure they have it inspected and tell you if anything it's wrong with it. Make sure you have the
money for a BMW. I love how this car drives, the driver's seat cradles you, spacious for
everyone of all heights to be comfortable in any seat. Sound system is amazing. Heated seats
work so well, three levels make it great for when you have back pain and need it on high or just
a little heat for extra relief after driving long trips. Car is heavy and hard to stop, turn and do not
expect to make a u turn. Car parts and service cost and no one can ever seem to fully fix it no
matter where I take it. Trunk leaks and all braking systems keep malfunctioning. Even though I
like the pros the cons of this vehicle make it not worthwhile unless you want to throw money
away. I have owned 3 types of BMW 3, 5, and 7 series. They reliable vehicles and high
performance vehicles. The handling is not as smooth as I thought it would be compare to a
Mercedes. Stability is ok and all the other options are ok. Overall I would prefer to drive a
Mercedes. I would purchase a Mercedes in the near future. The car oil has oil issues and airbag
as well. It is a very comfortable vehicle for the taller people and feels good when behind the
wheel I do not struggle with fitting into the vehicle even with it's slender design. The BMW Li is
a good looking, comfortable car that can go fast, but handles well. There is plenty of legroom in
both the front and back. The truck space is excellent. The biggest drawback for the 7 Series is
the extreme expense for maintenance and repairs. I never have gotten used to relying on the
vehicle's computer for almost everything. There is no dipstick. You are notified when the oil is
below the minimum. This makes it difficult for me to decide how much to put in. I love the look
and feel of the car but the down side is the price of the repairs and maintenance there's no
comparison to the luxury though once you drive a 7 series BMW you will not want to drive
anything else. Have a few minor issues also burns a ton of gas. Very large vehicle so parking
can sometimes become a task. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me.
Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Performance Reviews.
Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews.
Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Dajuan g wrote
on July 5, Sarah C wrote on June 21, Nicole K wrote on November 26, Shelby B wrote on
November 26, Chelsea W wrote on October 2, Esther R wrote on September 19, Sarah C wrote
on July 18, Shirley B wrote on April 30, Paul T wrote on March 17, Silas F wrote on November
22, Melissa H wrote on November 22, Justin S wrote on October 23, Darren H wrote on October
23, Continue to Overview. The look, feel, power. The ride is excellent. I like it's fit and finish.
Lower maintenance cost! Haven't had any as of ye,t but I do hear an awful lot about that. Had
the li for one year. Love the style power and handling. Seats are a little hard. Needs less
technology. To improve repair and maintenance. Driving in winter is very difficult. Don't know
about reliability yet. The difference between the two cars was staggering! The ride, drive, and
refinement of the 06'car surpassed the 03' in every way. After driving the LI for three years, I still
love the car! I test drove the 09' LI a few weeks ago and the car represents a modest
improvement over my current car. I would really like to buy the new one but I can't justify the
purchase because my current car is still awesome. Integrate the owners manual into the Idrive
like on the new car and retracting side mirrors. The ride, drive, interior features and space, and
reliability of the car are second-to-none. Also with the introduction of the 09' model, these cars
are an even greater value right now. Gear shift location. Powerful, luxury seats, Bluetooth,
convenience access, sound system, voice acivated commands, driving, steering, ac
1997 chevy cavalier headlights
honda civic door panel removal
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celeration. Parktronics engaging even in forward motion below a certain speed. Larger GPS
screen and touch screen. Larger glove compartment. Tons of features, all working great. Inspire
respect and prestige instantly! Quality and performance at its best! Log in 6. Pictures - BMW
Video. Not Recommended? Write your review! Free Car Price Quote! Shoppers of the BMW
7-Series also consider:. Michael Bullock. Love as is. Rate this review:. Gear shift location Rate
this review:. Review your BMW 7-Series. Yes No Name: Email: We do not share this email
address with anyone, and we never spam. Published reviews will be distributed to Twitter ,
Facebook , Google , Yahoo and other web sites. Search for Consumer Reviews. Search by
Vehicle Type:. Sports Car Luxury Car Green. Other Resources. Review Car Dealers: Share your
experiences at your local dealer, and help them improve! Find your dealer by your zip code, and
review your local car dealer. Merchandise Store. Do you own the BMW 7-Series? Yes No.

